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1. Purpose of Research

A driver may show different driving behaviors
depending on their unique characteristics or the

During the Fourth Industrial Revolution, automated

surrounding stimuli at the time of driving, and one

driving technology has gradually been implemented

may argue that the user preferences reflected in such

while there have been continual calls for the need

variation in driving behaviors should be considered

to analyze the development of automated driving

in automated vehicle driving features. In fact,

technology and its impact on the transportation

automated driving technology, or driving assistance

sector. As a response to changes caused by emerging

technology in current commercial vehicles, is able

technologies, the introduction of fully self-driving

to set the level of driving automation according to

vehicles and the establishment of their operating

user preferences.

policies/regulations; accurately identifying the impact

We should acknowledge the need to analyze

of automated driving on traffic flow, road capacity,

traffic operation management due to automated

and traffic safety, is the most important research field

traffic systems coming online, and it is also

for the transportation network of the future.

necessary to develop a method of traffic operation

Ultimately, for the automated vehicle to be

and management that considers automated vehicles.

widely accepted by road users, it is necessary to

Therefore, this study will focus on the analysis

determine whether the automated vehicle can

of user preference with automated vehicle behaviors,

provide the users’ desired driving experience. This

microscopic traffic simulation, and the impact on

need may require analyses of variations in the

traffic operation and management. Based on the

driving behavior of automated vehicles and the

preliminary results of this study, we will address

impact of these variations on the traffic system.

potential projects to suggest transportation policy.
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2. Research Summary

this end, a driving simulator and microscopic traffic

In this study, we reviewed literature regarding

driving simulator and microscopic traffic simulation

automated vehicle user preference/response analysis

S/W were developed to simulate the behavior of

and traffic impact analysis. The following table

human drivers. It was necessary to replicate the

describes our contributions.

behavior of the automated vehicles in this study, so

simulation S/W were utilized. The models within the

we reviewed existing studies for automated vehicle

2.1	User Preference Survey and Analysis of
Automated Vehicle Driving Behavior

simulation settings.

In general, driving behaviors vary depending on the

preferences. Specifically, scenarios for the driving

surrounding traffic situations and the characteristics

simulator experiments were reviewed focusing on

of drivers. These behaviors may differentiate from

experiment scales, driving network configuration,

desired driving behaviors of automated vehicles.

and driving parameters. We finalized experiments

This study takes those components into account

through internal/external feedback from

by surveying a variety of driving preferences and

transportation professionals.

investigating the corresponding traffic impacts. To

Based on our literature review, we established
experiments to examine automated driving

A total of 32 people of various ages and driving

Table 1. Research contributions
Existing studies
Analysis
Purpose
Automated
vehicle user
Preference
/ Response
analysis

Experimental
Scenario

Analysis
Purpose

This study

•D
 riving behavior analysis of automated
vehicle that the driver can accommodate

•A
 nalysis of the variety of user preferences
and preference factors for automated
vehicle driving behavior

•R
 ealization of automated driving behavior
based on longitudinal movements, such as
acc/deceleration and headway
• S cenarios reflecting few automated driving
behaviors in controlled environment

•R
 ealization of automated driving behavior
including both longitudinal and lateral
movements
• S cenarios including various traffic
conditions (traffic volume, speed, delay,
signal timing, etc.)
•4
 scenarios reflecting various automated
driving behaviors

•T
 raffic impact analysis by AV penetration
rate

•T
 raffic impact analysis of various automated
vehicle driving behaviors
•P
 ropose the needs and examples of new
traffic operation and management for traffic
systems including automated vehicles

•M
 ixed traffic environment (e.g., Human
Vehicle
driven vehicle and automated vehicle)
Traffic impact configuration,
automated
•A
 V, ACC, CACC
analysis of
vehicle type, etc. • A
automated
 utomated vehicles by automation level
vehicles
•L
 ongitudinal movement basis
Realization of • C
 ar following model and corresponding
AV simulation
parameters
environment
and parameter
settings

•F
 ully automated vehicle only
•A
 V driving behaviors (4 levels)

•C
 onsider both longitudinal and lateral
movements
•C
 ar following model, lane changing model,
overtaking behavior and corresponding
parameters
•T
 raffic operation and management, such as
dynamic lane changing zone
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Table 2. Survey details
1. Pre-experiment survey
1.1. Gender, Age

2. Scenario specific survey

3. Post-experiment survey

2.1. Scenario preference (Rank: 1 ~ 4) 3.1. Scenario preference (final)

1.2. Driving history (years)

3.2. Reasoning for the most preferred scenario

2.2. Preference indication by driving
behavior factors, headway for
1.4. Potential of fully automated overtaking, frequency and degree
vehicle (scale of 7)
of acc/deceleration, cut-in behavior,
right-turn behavior at intersection,
driving behavior at the signalized
1.5. Confidence in automated
intersection, overall driving speed
vehicle (scale of 7)

3.3. Reasoning for the least preferred scenario

1.3. Driving tendency

3.4. Willingness to purchase an AV in the future
(scale of 7)
3.5. Reasoning for 3.4.
3.6. Recognition of the needs for fully automated
vehicles showing different driving behaviors (scale of 7)

history participated in order to simulate four

especially among users who have conservative

levels of automated driving behavior scenarios.

driving tendencies. Users with relatively active

We used a three-part survey during the course of

driving behaviors were analyzed to have the highest

the experiment: pre-experiment, post-experiment

willingness to use automated vehicles in the future.

and comprehensive. The surveys informed the

They answered the survey questionnaire asking

evaluation of individual and comprehensive driving

whether to accept a fully automated vehicle having

behavior.

various forms of driving behavior with scores

Analyzing the experiment/survey results, the

above 5 out of 7 scales; This can be concluded that

most preferred scenario for the majority of the

the driving behaviors would vary according to the

participants appeared to be a scenario of stage

traffic situation and the user preference.

3 (active) out of the 4 stages. The main factor in
determining this preference was travel time, and
we confirm that the other factors were widely
distributed. As for the individual driving behavior,
the factors that are designed to determine the

2.2	Development of Automated Driving Behavior
and Traffic Impact Analysis Using Microscopic
Traffic Simulation Experiments

preference of the drivers among all the scenario

Existing studies accommodates mathematical

parameters turned out to be very diverse.

models or utilizes commercial software to analyze

Nevertheless, the most effective factors were

traffic impact. They often simplify the geometry of

“turning movement at an intersection (especially

the environment or limit the study area to facilities

right turns)” and “headway”. These factors are

with uninterrupted traffic flow (e.g., freeway).

the most obvious visually distinguishable driving

This study, however, assumed the operation of

elements; and, at the same time, they are the most

fully automated vehicles with a variety of driving

sensitive elements for traffic safety. The factors have

behaviors according to the users’ preferences and

consistently appeared in the literature as the factors

intended to analyze traffic impacts. We envision

for AV driving standards (Post-Encroachment Time;

that there may be a need for various forms of traffic

PET, Time To Collision; TTC). The preference of

operations depending on the level or degree of AV

driving behavior as a driver and the preference

environment—from a mixed vehicle environment to

as a passenger were analyzed as inconsistent,

fully AV. This virtual simulation platform may help
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Table 3. Comparison of state-of-the-art and this study: automated vehicle model representation and traffic impact
analysis methodology
Existing studies

Purpose of analysis

Vehicle configuration,
automated vehicle
type, etc.

Representation of
automated vehicle
environment: model
and parameters
Analysis Tools
Area of interest
(Road network)
Measurement of
Effectiveness

This study

• t raffic impact study by AV market penetration • T
 raffic impact study of automated vehicle
rate
driving behavior diversity
•P
 roposing the need for New traffic operation
and management in the automated traffic
systems with examples
•M
 ixed traffic (e.g., human driven vehicle and
AV)
•A
 V, ACC, CACC
•A
 utomated vehicles by automation level

•F
 ully automated vehicle only
•A
 utomated vehicle driving behavior (4 levels)

•L
 ongitudinal movement
•C
 ar following model and related parameters

•C
 onsideration of both longitudinal and lateral
movements
•C
 ar following model, lane changing model,
take-over behavior and related parameters
•T
 raffic operations and management including
dynamic lane changing zone

•M
 icroscopic traffic simulation S/W

•M
 icroscopic traffic simulation S/W

•U
 ninterrupted flow (ramp, lane reduction
zone, etc.)

•U
 ninterrupted flow (ramp, etc.)
•R
 oad network including signalized
intersections (real road network)

•T
 raffic capacity / travel time / fuel
consumption / sense of driving safety, etc.

•T
 raffic capacity / travel time

with future decision-making using traffic impact
study analyses.

traffic environment (e.g., freeway).
We could conclude that traffic capacity with

The driving behavior set in the simulation of

fully automated vehicles is superior to that under

this study contains four stages (most conservative

the mixed traffic scenario in the simulation

to most active) similar to the aforementioned

setting. Through comparison of individual driving

user preference analysis. We applied calibrated

behaviors, we revealed the benefit of applying

parameter sets considering the vehicle dynamics

individual driving behaviors was and achieved each

model and microscopic traffic simulation model

of the measurements targeted. On the other hand,

(e.g., vehicle type, lane-changing, headway

mixed traffic degraded system efficiency due to the

acceptance, etc.). First, we developed a virtual road

variety of driving behaviors resulting in decreased

network for driving simulator test runs, and then

traffic capacity in the simulated network.

we conducted the comparison of driving behaviors

We conducted experiments considering

between automated vehicles (4 stages) and human-

traffic operation strategies such as lane-changing

driven vehicles. Subsequently, we carried out a

zone, ramp control, lane-changing concession

comparative analysis by dividing the scenarios into

rate, etc. under AV environment and we found

two: the fully automated vehicles scenario and the

the methodology of this study to be feasible as

mixed traffic scenario. We ran both scenarios under

an analysis tool for traffic operation of a fully

a mixture of the interrupted traffic environment

automated traffic system.

(e.g., traffic intersections) and the uninterrupted
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3. Conclusions and Suggestions

system which considered automated vehicles

In relation to the analysis of future transportation

traffic operation strategy.

confirmed the potential benefits of forming a new

systems of automated vehicles, this study attempted
a different approach from the existing studies for

In this study, we would like to present the
following three suggestions:

the following two perspectives.
A.	Mixed traffic environment with a variety of
driving behaviors
B.	The potential of a new traffic management

3.1	Potential of a New Traffic Operation Strategy
under an Automated Traffic System

system under the consideration of automated

With the arrival of fully automated vehicles, a

vehicles

new traffic operation system will overcome the
limitations of a typical traffic system through tasks

The results of the experiment revealed that the

such as verifying and predicting drivers’ compliance

user preference for automated driving behavior

with acceptable operation strategies. The new

appears to be varied. User preference of travel

operational regime is expected to optimize the

time (speed) and the sense of driving safety were

strategy and achieve better efficiency. For example,

determined to be the most influential factors. The

by using wireless communication technology in the

traffic simulation platform was developed and

AV system, it is possible to change the speed limit

analyzed based on these preferences. The analysis

in any section of roadway or to control driving

found out that traffic capacity changed along with

strategies without installing multiple physical

differing driving behaviors whether looking at a

facilities. This will enable the system to apply

fully automated vehicle scenario or a mixed traffic

optimal tactics to achieve traffic-flow goals.

scenario. In addition, the new traffic operation
Table 4. Review of traffic operation and management: Differences between the present and future with automated
vehicles
Present
(Human-driven Vehicle)

Future
(Automated Vehicle)

Spatial Variability

Very difficult

Very easy

Temporal Variability

Possible

Very easy

Effect Prediction

Inaccurate, impossible

Accuracy, ease

Physical Facilities

Required

Unnecessary

Classification of applications

Apply limited distinctions
(Bus, Truck, etc.)

Applicable to individual vehicle level
(theoretically)

Strategy applicability
(Acceptance)

Unpredictable, variable

100% acceptable

Information Availability

Limited (Detector data, etc.)

Full access to all vehicles, roads, operational
information, partial access to the traffic
planning agenda, etc.

Diversity of strategies

Limited according to characteristics above

Very diverse
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3.2	The Need for Traffic Operation Management in
the Automated Traffic System
Despite the fact that existing studies have predicted
a significant increase in operational efficiency on the
road due to the emergence of automated vehicles;
without system-wide traffic management strategies
(i.e., relying on the automated driving logic of
individual vehicles), neither the system nor the
individual users’ optimum capacity can be achieved.
One may argue that the system will be improved
even with individual automated vehicles; however,
efficiency will be significantly decreased.
To maximize system performance, a review of
new traffic operation and management is essential
to achieve the optimal efficiency required for various
roads and traffic conditions in an automated traffic
system. In addition, the establishment of new traffic
operation and management would help in special
situations, such as emergency and event response,
and further help to develop policy strategies for
public purposes.

3.3	Political Needs for Automated Traffic
Operation and Management System
Further research and political review on the
following three items are required to achieve system
optimization through automated traffic systems and
to apply strategies for various traffic management
responses.
1)	Development and testing of optimal traffic
operation and management strategies for
automated traffic systems
2)	The need to define automated vehicle control
factors and their functions with a focus
on the application of traffic operation and
management strategies

3)	Presenting feasibility through an impact
analysis of the new traffic operation and
management system

